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Abstract
This work resolves one of the issues, which cannot be fully accomplished by blind people. Some TV
shows cannot be completely understood by blind people, because much relevant information is in
written form in the information bar (mostly at the bottom or at the top of the screen). In the case of
sports programs, until the commentator says “it is the 18th minute of the match” or “it is 6:0 for New
Jersey”, a blind person will not aware of the situation.
Two different algorithms for TV screen detection, heuristic function for deciding which part of the screen
is relevant and two OCR (Optical character recognition) methods are described in this work. Because text
on TV does not frequently change, and can be in moving by translation, the intelligent text accumulation
method with auto correction is also described and implemented in this work.
Success of algorithms has been measured on 11 videos, with a sum of 20 minutes with over 1500
annotated words.
For the purpose of this work, discussions were made with Tereza (Centre for Support of Visual Impaired
Students at Universities, Department of Mathematics FNSPE CTU in Prague) and this work is just one of
the many ways technology can help them.
This work is divided into following major sections. „Background Overview“ where basic algorithms and
datastructures used in this work are described. The section „Theory and Implementation“ describes the
implementation details about how algorithms and datastructures are used. The final chapter
„Experiments and Results“ contains results of the algorithm tests.
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Abstrakt
Tato práce řeší jednu z činnosti, které nevidomý člověk nemůže plnohodnotně provozovat a to
„televize“. Některé pořady v televizi nemůžou být plně pochopené nevidomým, protože mnoho
souvisejicích informací jsou napsané v informačních pruzích nebo v případě sportovných přenosu, dokud
komentátor neřekne „Je 18. minuta zápasu mezi New Jersey Devils a Philadelphia Flyers a stav je 6:0“
nevidomý neni v plném kontextu.
Dvě odlišné přístupy pro detekci televizní obrazovky, heuristická funkce pro rozhodování, které části
obrazovky jsou relevantní a dva algoritmy pro rozpoznávání textového obsahu jsou v teto práci popsané.
Protože text v televizi se nemění často nebo je v určitém translačním pohybu, je zde popsaná metoda pro
akumulaci textů s korektúrou.
Přesnosti jednotlivých algoritmů byly změřeny na 11 videích s celkovou délkou přes 20minut s 1500
anotovanými slovy.
Pro účely této práce proběhla diskuze s centrem Tereza (centrum podpory samostatného studia zrakově
postižených, Katedra matematiky, FJFI ČVUT v Praze) a čtení textů z televizní obrazovky je jedna z
několika nápadů, jak technologie může pomoci nevidomým.
Práce je rozdělena do následujicích hlavních části. „Background Overview“, kde jsou vysvětlené základní
algoritmy a datové struktury používané v této práci. V části „Theory and Implementation“ jsou
vysvětlené do detailu, jak jednotlivé algoritmy a datové struktury jsou používané a jak celý software
funguje. V poslední části „Experiments a Results“ jsou výsledky testování.
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Introduction
Sighted people think that the most difficult activity for blind a person is orientation. But we can see every
day how blind people travel with us. They get onto the bus and out of the bus unassisted. But most other
activities still cannot be done by a blind person without assistance or technological support (special
device or software). For example shopping is an activity which cannot be done by a blind person.
Many devices and a lot of software help blind people with their handicap. There are special keyboards,
medicine is annotated with Braille letters or pavements are annotated with special lines which can be
recognized by white canes. Most commercial or noncommercial solutions for blind people help with their
mobility or orientation. Many of them can be useless or even dangerous for their users. Lots of those
solutions are created without discussion with “customers” and their needs cannot be properly
understood by sighted engineers.
It is obvious that one of the biggest problems for blind people is textual information. Around us we can
find many textual contents: traffic signs, instructions, advertisements, content of containers (rice or
flour). Blindness as a handicap makes people unable to achieve many activities without assistance or
special tools. They cannot go shopping, play sports and interact with machines (ATMs, microwaves…). In
the case of home appliances, for example microwaves and washing machines they must have manual
controllers.
It is surprising that blind people have problems fully understanding information on TV. TVs do not send
information only using audio, but also visually. In this context, visually does not mean the color of actors
clothing, but most of the news includes a bar or set of bars, where textual content is periodically
changing. It can be changing periodically every minute, or stock indexes changing every few seconds.
This information is not spoken by moderators and requires reading from TV viewers.

Figure 1 - Types of readable contents in average TV show
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In this work I propose a solution for the particular problem of finding and reading text from TV. To do
this, 3 major problems must be resolved
1.) How to find TV
2.) How to localize and recognize text
3.) Some text on TV is dynamic. It can move from right to left and in a single frame and words may
only be partially visible.

Goal
The result of this work will be software which uses a webcam to capture video and from this video, find a
TV screen, then detect text regions and read the text from these regions. Recognizing text and
synthetizing it to sound is not the goal of this work. As OCR engine will be tested Neumann [1], Tesseract
[2] engines. For TTS (Text-To-Speech), the standard MS Windows synthesizer will be used.
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Background overview
This work uses many frameworks and algorithms proposed or implemented by others. So in this chapter
most interesting of them will be described.

Taxonomy and theory
OpenCV + Emgu
OpenCV [3] is the most popular library used for computer vision and machine learning. This library is
implemented in C/C++ and supports most commonly used algorithms and data structures. Most of the
algorithms in OpenCV are highly optimized and structure of the whole library is well designed, so part of
the libraries or single algorithms can be separated from OpenCV without extra work.
Newer versions of this library support CUDA (computations accelerated by graphic cards). OpenCV
supports from machine learning algorithms like Bayes Classifier, Support Vector Machine, Neural
Network or Decision Tree and from image processing almost every basic filters, image transformations
and feature detection algorithms.
OpenCV was successfully ported to Android and iOS devices, so everyone can create easily “intelligent”
applications.
Emgu [4] is a .NET wrapper over OpenCV. Emgu was chosen for this work instead of raw OpenCV,
because the application is implemented in C# and also Emgu has all the advantages of object oriented
programming especially C#, .NET framework itself and Visual Studio features.
Thanks to Emgu code is strongly typed, managed, clearly readable and GC (Garbage Collector) takes care
of object disposition.
MSER
MSER (Maximal Stable Extremal Regions) is one of the methods for blob detection from image proposed
by Matas et.al. [5]. MSER is a contiguous set of pixels with outer boundary pixel intensities higher than
inner boundary pixel intensities by given threshold (e.g. 10).
MSER detection algorithm can be explained by following pseudo code. For simplicity we suppose image
in grayscale and with pixel intensity between 0 and 255.
1. SET = RECORD
2. {
3.
Pixels = [], lastIteration;
4.
ADD (p, i) { pixels.Join(p); lastIteration = i; }
5. };
6. sets = SET[];
7.
8. ENUMERATE_MSERS(image, threshold)
9.
sets = [];
10.
11.
FOR intensity = 1 to 255
12.
pixels = ALL_PIXELS_WITH_INTENSITY(intensity);
13.
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26. END;

FOREACH p IN pixels
FOREACH s IN sets
IF NEIGHBOR(s, p) THEN
s.ADD(p, intensity);
ELSE
sets.ADD(CREATE_SET(p, intensity));
END;
END
END;
YIELD RETURN sets.WHERE(s => s.lastIteration <= threshold);
END;

Pseudo code above is not the optimal way to detect all MSERs. David Nister and Henrik Stewenius [6]
showed an implementation with linear time complexity, which can be parallelized.

Figure 2 – MSER detection process

Figure above originate from Zimmerman [7] and it shows how MSER can be used for text detection and
each character’s MSER is detected in different iterations (during iteration #50 the character “1“ is
detected and during iteration #100 characters “C“ and “0“ are detected). Each letter of a word can be
detected during different iteration because of shadows and light conditions in the scene.
Zimmerman [7] showed that license plate can be successfully detected and recognized by MSER with FN
(False Negative) equal to 1.6% and FP (False Positive) equal to 6.4%.
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Regions are robust to affine transformations so MSER regions can be used for finding correspondences in
two images [8] or for tracking [9].
In the following figures MSERs corresponds to color regions. In the case of “NO PARKING” sign MSERs are
characters in textual context.

Figure 3 - Traffic signs

OCR
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) is term for digitalizing text from a visual source (It is important to
notice that OCR is recognition from visual resource, because e.g. converting spoken words to text is in a
different category of problem). Text can be printed (with general font), advertising text (fancy fonts) or
also handwritten (specific for every single person). OCR is one of the fundamental problems for
Computer Vision. Many papers have been published and about how to detect text regions, how to
recognize single characters. Each of them attempt to solve a different OCR subproblem.
OCR is in the highest abstract level classifier problem. Classes are letters like ‘a’, ‘b’, digits ‘1’, ‘2’ or other
characters like @, dot, comma and ampersand. So OCR can be schematized as all other classification
tasks by figure 3.

Camera

Image

Feature
Extraction

Query

Database Result

Digitalized
Content

Figure 4 - Basic Pattern Recognition workflow






Camera is a generic sensor, which acquires image of the scene
Feature Extraction is the “intelligence” of whole the procedure. Which features and how to
extract them is subject of many researches. In the case of Neumann’s OCR, the feature is
parameters of detected MSER. All parameters are described in detail in following parts of this
work.
Database is the “knowledge base”, which is trained by some algorithm. When the database
receives a query it responds “what it thinks, the answer is with probability of”.

Optical Character Recognition is active research area in many Universities and Research labs.
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The figures below shows that recognizing text from handwritten text, scanned documents and real-life
scenes are different problems and require different approaches.
(a) Recognizing handwritten text is
harder than from scanned documents
because every text is unique
according to its author so
handwritten signature are accepted
by e.g. banks as biometric
information. Recognizing handwritten
text requires complicated learning
steps for its classifier. In the figure 5
same texts are written by three
different people.
Figure 5 - Handwritten text

Figure 6 - Scanned document

(b) Recognizing texts from scanned
documents (written by synthetic font)
are more than 99% successful and
most of scanners have their own
software for converting scanned
document to digitalized e.g. Word
document. Lots of libraries are
available for digitalizing their books
for internet accessibility for their
customers. Google has a service
named Google Books where you can
search in books and read them at
home on your PC.

(c) A large branch of OCR and an
unresolved problem is detecting and
recognizing text from real-life scene.
Texts in real-life scenes are under
projective distortion, different light
conditions and also texts can be
written in fancy fonts.

Figure 7 - Text from real-life scene
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Neumann’s OCR
For purpose of OCR in this work was tested OCR proposed by Neumann [1]. This method uses MSERs for
extracting character regions.
Neumann’s [1] method works with four simple assumptions for text detecting
1.
2.
3.
4.

Characters in a word are MSERs.
Characters in word lies on a line or simple curve like parabola.
Fonts of letters in one word are same.
Text is written in a generic font.

Whole algorithm can be described in few steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Extract MSERs from image.
Filter if MSER is a character or not by SVM.
Create line hypothesis.
Normalize lines.
Extract feature vectors from each character MSERs.
With SVM classify each feature vector to character.
Correct words with dictionary and by font.

(1) For detecting MSER he used the library implemented by Jiri Matas and Michal Perdoch from CTU
). So first step can be done very fast.
(Czech Technical University). Algorithm runs in (
(2) In this step detected MSERs are pruned to char, non-char by Support Vector Machine. Support
Vector Machine classifies by the following features from MSER blob.

Region height and width ratio
Relative height of the region
Compactness of the region
Area of convex hull and region
circumference ratio
Region’s variance of color
Color consistency of character
Color consistency of area around character

{

|{
{

( )

|

( )|

}|

|

( ̅ )|

}|

}

|{
{

}

̅

}
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Color distance between character
foreground and background

{

|

}

( )

( ̅ )|

Relative size of skeleton
Region hole count

(3) In this step regions that remained after pruning in the second step are divided into line
hypothesis. This step relies on the assumption that all characters in a word are written in one
line.

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

Most remarkable points in this step are
 When some character MSER was detected as non-character it can be corrected as
character if it fits to line.
 Building line hypothesis uses bounds like “spaces between characters in one word are
the same” or “character heights in one word are same”.
Detected lines from third step are split into words and from word boundary rectangle projective
normalization matrix is computed.
As character feature Neumann uses features proposed in C.-L. Liu et. al. [10].
Support Vector Machine is used to classify characters into 62 classes (26 upper case letters, 26
lower case letters and 10 digits). Because SVM is binary classifier Neumann used strategy called
one-against-one where N * (N – 1) / 2 SVM classifiers are learned and N is number of the classes.
This means that for every pair of classes exists one learned SVM classifier able to distinguish
both classes.
Some similarly appearing letters should be classified incorrectly. For correction Neumann uses
frequency analysis for language model. Deciding if there exists a better letter for a given
language is determined by the probability of the neighboring two letters in the word.

Tesseract
Tesseract is an OCR engine started developing by HP for their desktop scanners 20 years ago and from
2005 is open-source and now the development is sponsored by Google Inc.
For the purpose of this work , Tesseract OCR engine was chosen, because it is supported by Emgu and
also it is faster than Neumann’s OCR.
Tesseract uses as feature contours found from edge detection algorithm. As Neumann’s OCR, Tesseract
also improves his results by line hypotheses and language model. Weakness of recognizing characters by
contour is that a single character can be found as multiple contours (Figure 8).
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Figure 8 - Tesseractfeature matching [11]

Tesseract can handle single characters split into multiple contours, matching with part of the prototype.
Figure 8 shows how split contour of single character (part: “Character to classify”) is matched with
prototype (part: “Match of Prototype To Features”). The disadvantage of Tesseract is that it is primarily
designed for recognizing texts from scanned document, so Tesseract does not have to handle affine or
projective distortion. With image processing methods Tesseract can achieve better results. Which image
processing methods were used in this work and how Tesseract success increased will be explained in the
following chapters.
Read more about Tesseract on official website [11].
Hough transform
Hough transform is one of the feature extraction methods in image processing. Hough transform is
suitable for detecting simple geometric objects as lines, circles or ellipses from picture.
The biggest plus for Hough transform is easy to understand and easy for implementation. Computational
complexity of geometric object detection is directly proportional to parameters of the seeking object.
In this work Hough transformation is used for line detection, where line can be described with 2
parameters in a polar coordinate system.

In polar coordinate system line is described with
equation

Where r is distance between the line and origin of
the coordinate system and is angle between xaxis and normal vector of the line.

Figure 9 - Line in polar coordinate system [12]

Steps for line detection using Hough transformation are described below with supporting pictures for
better understanding.
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1. Detecting edges from an original
image. In this work Canny edge
detection algorithm was used.

Figure 10 - Hough Transform, detected edges

2. Hough space is 2 dimensional and
axes are ( ). In the case of this work
x-axis is and y-axis is .
For each edge pixel and for all
possible angles ϴ ϵ <0; 2π> (possible
line angles, the pixel belongs to) a
“vote” is made in Hough space. The
most common case is incrementing by
1 the value of the Hough space for
.
Figure 11 - Hough Transform, Hough space

3. Each local maximum of the Hough
space represents a single line in the
picture. Local maximums can be
extracted from 10x10 windows in
smoothed Hough space.
Because in hough space, many local
maxims exist, lines with a vote higher
than a selected threshold are chosen.

Figure 12 - Hough Transform, most significant lines
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Implementation of algorithm from the described steps has complexity O(W * H * 360), where W, H are
width, height of the image and 360 is count angle steps for voting.
Algorithm performance can be increased by decreasing angle step, so complexity can be decreased. For
example if angle step is 2, then complexity changes to O(W * H * 180). This is not elegant, because then
precision of the line angle will be lower.
The most elegant method is to vote just for selected angles. Because is angle of the normal vector and
the normal vector is also the gradient vector then from the gradient of the selected pixel, angles can be
computed for voting. For the robustness of this idea it is better to compute the gradient vector from the
smoothed original image.
In this work angle tolerance for the gradient vector angle, 5 was chosen. So for each edge pixel just 11
votes are made.
Hough space with this improvement will not look like set of curves but set of points, where each point
represents one significant line in the image.

Figure 13 - Hough space with improvement voting

Figure 13 show Hough space with white background color to have set of points visible.
N-Gram
N-Gram is a probability that the sequence of N items goes continuously. When N = 1, then probability is
called as uni-gram and for N = 2, it is called bi-gram.
In this work, Bi-gram is used as the probability that letter
Probability is computed as
( |
Where (
) is probability of
letter
’s occurrence.

,

)

goes after

(

in given language model.

)
(

)

‘s co-occurrence and (

) is the probability of
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Each language has got its specific N-Gram model and n-gram is used for deciphering cipher methods
based on substitution of letters.
N-gram can be computed from the level of letters or words. For the level of words it is required to have
great computational power. In 2006 Google released their n-gram database on word level. Whole
database contains n-grams (unigram -> penta-gram) computed over 1 trillion words.
N-gram is strongly sensitive to training data. For example creating sentence from given first word using
tri-gram trained on Shakespeare [13] is
Fly, and will rid me these news of price.
And trigram based on Wall Street Journal is
They also point to ninety nine point six billion dollars from two hundred …
Bi-gram used in this work is on letter level, because it is used for spelling correction. Bi-gram is trained on
articles from magazines Slate and Verbatim containing over 4500 articles with amount of 4.8 million
words.
MED (Minimal Edit Distance) + with probability support
Minimum edit distance (MED) is minimum amount of operations for transforming one word to second
word. Operations are Insert, Delete and Substitution.

Figure 14 - MED between intention and execution [13]

In the picture above it is shown that MED between words “intention” and “execution” is 5. To transform
“intention” to “execution”, the following operations are required:




1 * DELETE
3 * SUBSTITUTES
1 * INSERT

MED computation is a task of dynamic computation (solution is combination of subsolutions) with
complexity O(N * M), where N and M are lengths of given words.
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Algorithm for MED computing is very intuitive and there exist many possible improvements and
modifications for specific domain usage.
For simplicity let’s say that price of DELETE for each letter is 1, price of INSERT it 1 and price of
SUBSTITUTE is 2, because substitute is combination of DELETE then INSERT. The following pseudo code
tells the rule how to fill the distance matrix D.
1. SET D(i, 0) = i; D(0, j) = j;
2. FOR i = 1 TO stringA.Length
3.
FOR j = 1 TO stringB.Length
4.
insertPrice = D(i - 1, j);
5.
deletePrice = D(i, j - 1);
6.
substitutePrice = ( stringA[i] == stringB[j] ) ?
7.
D(i - 1, j - 1) : D(i - 1, j - 1) + 2;
8.
9.
D(i, j) = MIN(insertPrice, deletePrice, substitutePrice);
10.
END;
11. END;

Whole algorithm is computed over matrix of distance D and dimension of the matrix is (N + 1) x (M + 1).
For words “intention” and “execution” matrix D after fill look like as in figure 15.

Figure 15 - MED, matrix of distance [13]

In the end the shortest path (marked with green boundary) from D[N,M] to D[0, 0] is the solution.
Because shortest path is combination of smaller shortest paths, means that shortest path from each cell
to other cell in the distance matrix is also MED. This means that in the distance matrix exist many other
shortest paths. This fact is used e.g. for searching similar sequences in DNA.
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Figure 16 - MED same sequences

With Smith-Waterman algorithm it is possible to find multiple paths not starting from borders (red paths,
figure 20) of distance matrix. This modification is used in DNA analysis to find if one DNA sequence is
mutation of another DNA sequence. Blue path represents a kind of path (not starting and ending at the
corners) that was used in this work for text accumulation and will be described in next chapters.
Presented algorithm for MED detection can be improved to handle language model. Classic algorithm
uses price 1 for delete and insert and 2 for substitution.
If ( ) is probability of occurrence for letter in given language then delete price will be
for insert is ( ) and substitute price for letter by is
if is not equal to or .

( ), price

Price for substitution can be formulated depending on usage of the algorithm. If algorithm is used in OCR
then substitution price from letter to letter is the probability of OCR engine to detect as . So the
substitution price can be read from confusion matrix of OCR engine.
Text-To-Speech
Text-To-Speech (TTS) is artificial production of human speech [14]. In this work as TTS engine is used
standard Microsoft Speech API (SAPI). SAPI is easy to use COM API with .NET wrapper. For SAPI
additional voices for other languages can be bought form third part sellers. Speed and volume of speech
can be modified by programmer in code or in runtime.
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Theory and Implementation
Introduction
In the era of digital television broadcast contains extra information not just picture and voice. This
additional data is targeted to human viewers e.g. subtitles in multiple languages.
In the case of news or discussion shows there are lots of non-spoken textual content which cannot be
understood by a blind person.
There are two approaches to get picture from TV.
1. From TV signal – no need to find TV screen.
2. From common camera – need to localize TV screen.
First approach requires digital antenna as extra hardware to receive broadcast signal. This work follows
the second approach that the picture is taken from common camera (e.g. webcam) and from camera
images, the TV is detected.
How each image from camera is processed through implemented software is shown in figure 17. Each
part of the schema is well described in following parts of this work.

Image From
Camera

Find TV

Find Text Bars

•Line Detection
•Find Best TV

•Gradient
•Compactize

Accumulate
OCR

•Accumulation
•Spell Correction

Text To
Speech

Figure 17 - Single image flow

Software implemented in this work is assembled from 4 major modules, where 3 (except OCR) of them
were designed and implemented for purpose of this work.
1. Find TV – Finds TV screen from image, detection is based on line detection using Hough
transform.
2. Find Text Bars – Find regions with textual information. Regions with possible textual information
are found by their strong gradient towards rest of the image.
3. OCR – As this module was used third party Optical Character Recognition engine.
4. Accumulate – Accumulates texts with spelling correction and builds full sentences from part of
the sentence and reads sentences at right time.
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TV Detection
Introduction
On TV screen, movement can be seen, and TV screen is rectangular with standardized aspect ratio. These
two facts define the way TV screen can be found. Algorithms based on both ways have been
implemented and tested in this work.
To be able to read text from TV Screen, screen must meet two conditions
1. Screen must be fully visible.
2. Screen area must be at least 25% of the image. 25% of area means each side of the found
rectangle must be longer than half of the image’s width or height.
Detections based on motion
First fact about movement on TV screen calls for motion detection algorithm. For the purpose of this
work 3 motion detection algorithms have been implemented and tested.
1. Distinguishing between two frames – The most naive and easy to understand method for
motion detection is based on distinct of two consecutive frames. It is recommended to smooth
frames e.g. by Gaussian filter for robustness against noise. For performance reasons, distinction
can be computed for every second pixel.
This method is simple and naive but for purpose of this work is enough because position of
camera to TV screen doesn’t change during software runtime. Because this approach does not
accumulate frames and remembers just 2 frames, then every motion different than object in TV
e.g. hour hand or someone walking through the scene can destroy the calibration.
2. With accumulation and forgetting – Compared to the first way this method removes
deficiencies about accidental noises (hour hand…). This method accumulates the difference
between two consecutive frames and in each iteration decreases the accumulated value by given
forget rate. When accumulated value grows higher than given threshold then on belonging
position of the image motion is recognized.
This method is robust to not predictable motions in the scene, but requires motion on same
position for amount of time determined by forget rate. Advantage of this method is if camera
position to TV screen is changed then after some time algorithm stabilizes back to TV screen.
3. Deviation from standard deviation – This method continuously models pixel intensity model and
checks if given intensity of pixel is higher than standard deviation of intensities on pixel position.
This method is computationally more expensive than previous two, because it is required to
accumulate last N (as good value was observed 10) frames and recompute standard deviation
and mean value after each frame.
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Computational cost of this method is not adequate for the use in mobile devices and also this
method doesn’t bring any major advantages compared to first and second methods.
Conclusion
Detecting TV screens using motion detection algorithms sounds like the best way, but in real life lot of TV
programs do not contain motion. This work is about how to find regions with textual information and it is
obvious that textual information occurs most frequently in news or discussion programs. But in these
programs there is a presenter and he is sitting or standing. So except his mouth or hand there is no
motion.
Next figure 18 shows example why detecting TV screen using motion detection algorithm is not possible.
Figure 19 looks like that TV screen can be detected by motion detection algorithms, but bottom bar with
text is not detected.

Figure 18 - static scene
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Figure 19 - occasional cuts with motion in full screen area

Detection based on rectangle detection
Next idea how to find TV screen is based on the single truth, that TV screen is rectangle with fixed aspect
ratio. For detecting rectangle border lines, Hough transformation described in the previous chapter was
used.
Because Hough transformation can find hundreds of possible lines, lines must be filtered by their
strength (pixel count) before rectangle hypothesis are built and checked there score.
When hypothesis with highest probability is chosen, TV screen, part of the image must be geometrically
normalized to rectangle with perpendicular inner angles.
TV Line Detection
Hough space contains many local maxims and each maximum means a line. So a pruning mechanism
must be designed and implemented to remove noises or weak lines.
Most significant lines selection are done in 2 major steps.
1. Divide lines into left, right, top and down subset depending on their angle of normal vector.
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Figure 20 - Lines are split into 4 regions.

Before computing Hough space, image center is translated to the origin of the coordinate
system. Then on translated image Hough space is computed and all local maxims are extracted.
Each local maxim means a line with parameters described by his coordinate in Hough space. By
the normal vector’s angle lines are divided into 4 subsets as
⟨

)

⟨

)

⟨

)
⟨

)

2. By features of the lines in subset select and remove unsuitable ones.
Every subset left, right, top and down are pruned with following mechanisms.
1. Each line must contain more than 40 pixels.
2. From first step lines are divided into windows. In this step lines are pruned to
windows. From top subset lines with angle ⟨

) are kept. Left, right and bottom

subsets are pruned similarly.
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3. This predicate removes duplicate lines. For each line nearest point to coordinate system
origin is calculated. If two points distance is less than 10pixels then line with smaller
amount of pixel support (edge pixels crossed by line) is removed.
4. This step saves computational expense. First 4 lines with highest amount of crossing
edge pixels are selected.
TV Screen Detection
This step finds rectangle with highest probability. All possible rectangles composed by lines pruned in the
previous step are generated. In the worst case
rectangles must be checked.
Because 2 basic conditions (25% of area and fully visible screen) must be met 256 possible rectangles are
rapidly reduced. Remaining rectangles are filtered by the following conditions
1. Aspect ratio of the screen must be 3:4, 9:16, 10:16 or 2:3. Where
a. 3:4 - is old television or computer monitor ratio
b. 9:16 - new HD ratio
c. 10:16 - old HD ratio
d. 2:3 – A4 paper (this ratio was added for future usage, reading from printed documents).
2. At least one of the lines on the opposite side (left-right, top-down) must be “parallel”.
Parallelism is checked by cosine of the line vectors. Cosine of the vectors must be greater or
equal to 0.9.
Cosine of two vectors is computed from their scalar product by rule
| ⃗ ⃗⃗|
| ⃗| | ⃗⃗|
Where is angle between vectors ⃗ and ⃗⃗.
3. Area of the rectangle must be at least 25% of area of the image.
4. Pixel count supporting the line must be at least 90% of the found rectangle’s corresponding side
length.
5. Width of the found rectangle must be greater than height.
After checking these conditions rectangle with highest area is selected as TV screen.
Text above describes how to detect TV screen from single image. In real life, an image acquired from a
camera can contain more rectangles or do not have to contain any TV screen rectangle. So a robust
method to avoid from noises and recalibration if something unexpected happens (e.g. camera position is
moved accidently) is required.
On every frame is computed where the TV screen is. Detected TV corners for last 5 second are
accumulated and mean ⃗ and standard deviation ⃗ of each corner is separately continuously
recomputed. If in given frame one of the corner was detected previously on a location ⃗ and condition
(|

|

) (|

|

)
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is met then whole process waits for next frames to recalibrate. If previous “unusual” location ⃗ was noise,
then next frame point falls into expected location and algorithm continues as usual. If “noise” is
observed for longer timespan, then ( ⃗ ⃗) for given corner converges to “noise” location.
Projective Transformation
When corner points of TV are found, screen must be geometrically normalized for OCR. OpenCV
supports projective, affine and rigid transformations, so for homography matrix calculation OpenCV
methods were used.

Figure 21- Original image before TV screen detection

Figure 22 - Found TV screen
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Figure 23 - Geometrically normalized TV screen

Conclusion
TV Screen detection using Hough Transformation was successfully implemented and brought to useable
form. Method was tested on real life images with success 86%.
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Finding relevant text areas
Not all texts in TV carry informational value, so method for detecting relevant texts must be designed
and implemented. For finding relevant areas one assumption can made “Text in TV is horizontal”.

Figure 24 - Relevant and Irrelevant texts from TV screen

Figure above shows that finding and reading text is not enough, because text itself can be in “coded” but
in suitable form for type of the program.
If program is about finance then “MSFT +1.2” must be read as “Microsoft Corporation stock price grew
1.2 USD”. Figure 24 shows a soccer match and situation is “Sparta and Slavia, score is 0:0 in 11th
minute”, but this information is shortened in “SPA 0 SLA 0 11:51”.

Some information does not have to be even in written form. Symbol
means it is partly cloudy. For
human eye symbol with sun and cloud is understandable but this task cannot be resolved by OCR, but
requires more semantic recognizer, which know that current program is weather forecast.
Gradient
If image is understood as 2D function then gradient of the function can be defined. Because image is
) is defined as
discrete (measured by minimal unit one pixel), gradient ̂ of single pixel on position (
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

̂

̂
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Image is split into smaller windows 10x10 and sum of the gradients for pixels from window in computed.
Next figures step by step describe how relevant text area detection works.

Figure 25 -a) Original image b) It's gradient windows

On gradient image (figure 25b) is recognizable that regions with text has higher gradient. On given
gradient windows following operations/filters are done to get final rectangle areas with text.
1.) Gradient is smoothed by Gaussian filter with kernel 7x5.

Figure 26 - Smoothed gradient array

2.) Then all gradients less than 0.4 * maximum gradient value are removed. This operation removes
noises and high gradients on big object’s edge

Figure 27 - Most significant areas gradients

3.) Previous step can leave single gradient windows without neighboring windows with high
gradient. These windows are recognized as noise and they are removed.
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4.) Because performance of OCR is bottleneck for this work, it’s better to ask OCR as little as
possible with relevant image. So function for connecting split components has been proposed.
Function is inspired by Newton’s law of gravitation.
Newton’s law says object
with mass
other by force . Defined as

Where

is gravitational constant and

and object

with mass

is distance between objects

are attracted to each

and

.

Function proposed here looks at row of gradients as components with “mass” equal to sum of
the gradient lengths. If gravitation between components are bigger than 1.0, then components
are connected. Gravitational constant is equal to 1.

Figure 28 - Calculation steps for gravity function

Figure 29 - Connected gradient components

5.) Gradients are then smoothed horizontally to be sure to hover as much as possible relevant
areas.
6.) All connected gradient components are extracted as relevant area
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Figure 30 - Finally recognized text region

Conclusion
Finding relevant text areas with combination of gradient and gravity function achieved success 92% of
expected text coverage. Thanks to gravity function method is robust to noises. This way of text area
detection is satisfactory for television domain.
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Text Correction and Accumulation
Accuracy of the used OCR engine is not 100% and also texts on TV are repeating, they are in translation
motion and also stay longer on the screen, so they are recognized multiple times with OCR.
These truths help to define actions how to make OCR accuracy higher and also requires text
accumulation to not read same information multiple times.
Modified algorithm for finding Minimal Edit Distance (MED) helps to merge one sentence split into two
frames.
In the rest of this work will be described operations ALIGN and MERGE, where first one aligns letters or
words of a sentence to each other with minimal energy so either to merge sentences or not to merge
can be decided.
Operation MERGE merges two words or two sentences depending on learned language model.
Operation ALIGN improved by language model
Operation ALIGN is applicable for sentence (array of words) and also for single words. Results of
operation ALIGN for two words are same as Minimal Edit Distance (MED) actions for those two words.
ALIGN for two words
For aligning two single words, algorithm for MED computation has been improved to support the given
language model. After improvement algorithm is still task of dynamic programming but instead of
summing operation count, it sums probabilities of letters.
Next figure (31) shows how matrix of prices handles the intelligence of the method.
#
#
S
Q
U
A
D

0
0.932
0.999
0.972
0.922
0.964

S
0.068
0
0.999
1.04
0.99
1.032

Q
0.001
0.001
0
0.972
0.991
1.033

U
0.028
0.029
0.028
0
0.922
1.06

A
0.078
0.107
0.106
0.078
0
0.964

R
E
0.062 0.122
0.169 0.291
0.168
0.29
0.14 0.262
0.062 0.184
0.5 0.562

Figure 31 - Matrix of prices for MED

Matrix in figure 31 shows computed values for words “squad” and “square”. All values in matrix of price
(figure 31) are functions of probabilities of letters defining to position of value.
In the matrix 2 values and 3 paths are marked with different colors. These entities represent how
construction of the matrix works and value represents some information about language model.
Red (first column) and green (first row) paths are initial values. Initial values for red path are prices of
give letter deletion. In case of letter Q the value is 0.001, this mean that words in given language do not
contain letter Q often. Because the result is the minimal path, paths going through 0.001 are preferred.
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In green path are prices of given letter insertion. Because E is letter with highest probability in English,
then insertion of letter E with value 0.878 is more preferred than insertion of Q with value 0.999.
Rests of the values are filled with following rule
()

()

()
(
(

)

(

)

()
{

( )

( )

(

Where ( ) is the probability of letter occuring in a given language.
price of substitution for letter by letter .

))
(

) denotes

When price matrix is complete, shortest path from last cell (left-down) to first cell (right-top) is actions.
So a result for “squad” and “square” is insert “E” and substitute “D” by “R”.

S
S
*

Q
Q
*

U
U
*

A
A
*

R
i

D
E
s

Figure 32 - MED actions for "squad" and "square"

ALIGN for sentences
Because texts on TV can be in translation movement and first frame can contain start of the sentence
and second frame end of the sentence ALIGN operation must be modified to align from end of the first
sentence and start of the second sentence.
Also way how price matrix is computed must be redefined for the purpose of sentence aligning.
(

)

[

]

(

)

(

)

[

]

(

)

Functions for delete and insertion are straightforward. Price of delete is character count in deleted word.
This means price of delete is deletion of all characters in the word. Idea behind
( ) is
same as in

(

). Price for insertion is character count of the word to insert.
(

Calculation of

) needs more explanation:
(

Where (

)

[

]

(

)

) is defined as
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(
(

)

( )

(

(

)
)

(

Function
(
) returns array of actions needed to change
returns count of actions in .

)
to

(

))

. Function

( )

(
) is a number of None actions in A. None action mean no action need to take, so
given letters are equal.
Function
(

(

) returns count of the continuous Insert action from the end of actions A and
) returns count of Delete actions from the start.

For better understanding result of ALIGN for sentence “aaa aaa xxx yyy” and “xzx yzy aaa” is

aaa
d

aaa
d

xxx
xzx
*

yyy
yzy
*

aaa
i

Figure 33 - result of ALIGN operation for sentences

delete “aaa”, delete “aaa”, “xxx” is equal to “xzx”, “yyy” is equal to “yzy” and insert “aaa”. And matrix of
price for those two sentences looks like

#
aaa
aaa
xxx
yyy

#
0
3
3
3
3

xzx
3
2
5
3
5

yzy
3
5
4
6
3

aaa
3
3
5
7
6

Figure 34 - Matrix of prices for two senteces

Operation MERGE
When given words or sentences are aligned it is required to merge those sentences or words to get one
final sentence or word.
MERGE for sentences
Merging sentences is simple. No extra work or attention is paid to actions
action is
then word is inserted, and for
word is not deleted.
If action says

,

and

. If

then words are aligned and merged to each other.

MERGE for words
For merging two words it is required to have words aligned to know how to work with given words
letters. When words are aligned from start of the action array depending on action type following steps
are done.
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None – No extra action is need. Letters are equal.



Insert – Letter is inserted between and if ( | ) √ ( | )
( | ) notes probability of letter to precede letter .
Delete – Letter is deleted from word
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ if condition




| )
( |
)
(
|
) is satisfied.
√ (
Substitute – Letter is preferred more then ( will be substituted by
(
| )
( |
)
(
| )
( |
).

( |

), where

) if

Accumulation
When all words from image are detected and recognized they are accumulated. Before words are stored
for future usage, words are preprocessed in 3 steps
1. Set words letters to lower case.
2. All characters set to their Unicode base characters (for example ě -> e, ü -> u…)
3. If word contains non numeric or non-letter character, then it is removed. And not used for
further processing.
When only words with allowed characters stayed, words are split to lines and sentences. Lines and
sentences are built by features of words.
is defined function center as ( )

For each sentence or word with bound rectangle
Where

Y is coordinate of the bounding rectangle and

Words are grouped into lines by function

.

is height of the bounding rectangle.

( )

. The line calculation function assumes a maximum

of 10 lines per image and line texts do not overlap.
Constructed lines are then split into sentences. Words are split into sentences on the places where
distance between two words are higher than average distance between all words in the line.
For each line accumulator remembers several sentences and for each sentence remembers:




First time occurrence – Time when the line was seen first time
Last update – Last time when new sentence was merged to him.
Showed up count – Count of the occurrence.

When a new sentence is put into accumulator, accumulator checks if for given sentence exists similar
one in the same line. If no similar sentence exists, then line above and below are checked. Similarity
(
) between sentences and is defined as
(
(

)

(

{

)
(

})
(

)

(

)

)
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(
)
Two sentences
are similar if
and accumulator chooses similar sentence with the
highest similarity value. If similar sentence does not exist then given sentence is added as new sentence
to the line. If similar sentence is found, then sentences are merged and the result is replaces the old one.
If merged sentence word count is higher than 14, which is average word count English sentence, then
first 14 words are cut out from the sentence and synthetized to voice.
If merged sentence was updated last time 10 seconds earlier, then sentence is also synthetized.
Either if new sentence was merged or not merged following actions are executed on all stored lines.
1. All sentences with just one occurrence and not updated for 10 seconds are thrown away from
lines as a noise.
2. All sentences with just one word with first occurrence 10 seconds earlier are removed. Mostly
these words are channel logos, or “simple” information as time, date…
3. All sentences not updated last 10 seconds are read and removed from lines and synthetized.

Experiments and Results
TV Detection
For the purpose of testing over 100 real life televisions, LCD or iPad screens were photographed and
annotated.
Found screen hypotheses is decided to be true if found screen comply following conditions.



Screen hypothesis must contain at least 95% of annotated screen area
Screen hypothesis’s all edges must be parallel to corresponding annotated screen edge.

These 2 rules do not require finding screen area with frames, because even if frame is or not found as
part of hypothesis it do not affect finding relevant area and distortion after projective fix.

Figure 35 - Detected TV screen with frames. a)original image b)detected screen (green), expected (red) c) projectively fixed.

Measured by the two rules above, the success of the algorithm is 86%, precision is 70% and recall is 96%.
Most of the images where algorithm failed were containing more possible rectangles and the rectangle
with the highest area was not containing or parallel to expected one.
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Figure 36 - Example of image, where expected rectangle(red) is smaller than another rectangle(green) in the image.

Finding Relevant Areas
Algorithm for finding relevant areas from TV broadcast was tested on 5400 images taken from
20minutes of annotated video. Because the algorithm prefers to get more compact rectangles and
success of the algorithm was measured to annotated single words, precision of the algorithm is low.
This part the work is measured by 4 parameters
1.
2.
3.
4.

Number of words contained in relevant rectangles.
Precision for detected words.
Recall for detected words.
Rate of the area cut by relevant area rectangle.
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Precision

Video1 Video2 Video3 Video4 Video5 Video6 Video7 Video8 Video9 Video10 Video11
0.998

0.673

0.983

0.124

0.927

0.996

0.749

0.916

0.609

0.519

0.989

Text found rate 0.998

0.845

0.986

0.462

1

0.995

0.721

0.818

0.905

0.426

0.992

Recall

0.231

0.313

0.028

0.144

0.301

0.063

0.21

0.183

0.068

0.27

0.345

Figure 37 - Precision, recall, word found rate chart.
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Except videos number 4 and 10 algorithm for detecting relevant areas gives good results (precision 87%
in average and text found rate also 91%),
Video 10 (Figure 38) has small precision and recall because texts are not contained in classic infromation
bar and text is also animated.
In case of video number 4, windows dividing image for gradient conputation didn’t met with relevant are
rectangles (Figure 39).

Figure 38 - Presenter hiding part the word with her hand and also text is animated.

Figure 39 – Gradient windows did not met with relevant are rectangles.

Recall is low for all videos because algorithm prefers one large rectangle instead of several small
rectangles (Figure 40).
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Figure 40 - Relevant area rectangle (green) compared to text rectangles (red).

Purpose of text area detection algorithm is to detect relevant areas and remove textual noises (Figure
24). Next chart (Figure 40) show average percent of areas selected as relevant.
Text area detection algorithm marks 22% of area as textual, so almost 80% of the region is not processed
by OCR, which is the performance bottleneck.
40
37

30
20

23

27

25

30

27

26
21

10
8

10

10

0

Figure 41 – Detected rectangles area to image area.

OCR
Two different OCR engines were tested in this project and especially Tesseract was tested more in detail.
All tests were done on the same annotated video dataset as text area detection algorithm.
4 different parameters were evaluated for OCR engines.
1. Rate of correctly classified letters from part of the image cut by annotated text.

Figure 42 - Examples of annoted words
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2. Rate of correctly classified letters from part of the image cut by text area detection algorithm.

Figure 43 - Image cut by text area detection algorithm

3. Rate of correctly classified letters from full image, without preprocessing.

Figure 44 - Whole image with texts

4. Speed improvement of OCR engine when image is cut by text area detection algorithm to
without area detection algorithm.
Results of the tests are in the following table (Figure 45).
Tesseract [%]
Cut by annotation
Text Area Detection
Full Image
OCR Performance Increase

Neumann [%]
65
10
7
17

33

Figure 45 – OCR engines correctly detected and recognized letter percentages.

For Neumann’s OCR [5] was tested only the third parameter because the implementation of Neumann’s
engine I had access was slow and in average took 34 seconds for a single frame. And test for 5 videos
took more than 17 hours.
So usage of Neumann OCR in this software which must be real-time was impossible.
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0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

Tesseract

0.2

Neumann

0.1
0
Video1

Video2

Video3

Video10

Video11

Figure 46 - Comparison between Neumann and Tesseract OCR engines on videos 1, 2, 3, 10, 11

Comparing Tesseract and Neumann’s OCR engine, Neumann gives in average 6 times better results.

Accumulation
Accumulation part was tested on 10000 sentences with 89086 words dataset.
5 different parameters were measured in this part.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Correctly merged and constructed sentence when sentences is cut by his words.
Correctly merged and constructed sentence from randomly cut sentences.
How already correct word can be distorted by incorrect inputs.
Success rate creating a word from two incorrectly recognized words.
Success rate creating correct word from 5 incorrectly recognized words.

Incorrect word distance 1 is created from correct word as




inserting new char on random position
deleting character on random position
substituting character on random position with other random character

Incorrect words with higher distance are created with multiple applications of incorrect word creation.
Accumulation cut by words
Sentences are cut into smaller sentences as first, second and second, third… Sentence “The wealth from
our family came from Microsoft so why would we invest in a competitor” is cut as “The wealth”, “wealth
from”, “from our”, “our family”, “family came” …
Success of sentence accumulation without any incorrectly detected word is 91%. Rate is not 100%
because an average English sentence contains many words with less than 4 letters as “a, an, the, our,
you…” These words are often successfully merge able with other words, so instead of inserting given
word as new one, word is merged to other word.
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Accumulation cut randomly
Difference between cutting by word and cutting random, is that sentence is cut on random positions to
many parts so sentence “The wealth from our family came from Microsoft so why would we invest in a
competitor” can be cut to
the wealth from our fam
h from our family came from microsoft
ily came from mic
om microsoft so why would we invest in a compe
rosoft so wh
why would we invest in a competitor
y would we
would we invest in a competitor
invest in a competitor
etitor
43% of the words were merged correctly.
Correct word distortion rate
When at some point correct word is found and accumulator gets a new word, then original and correct
one can be damaged.
1.80
1.60
1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00

0.80
0.65

0.58

0.55

0.54

0.53

0.53

0.53

0.53

0.53

0.51

0.47

0.45

0.44

0.44

0.44

0.44

0.44

0.77
0.58

Expected result

Correct English

Figure 47 - Correct word damage rate

77% of words stays same when word with a distance equal to 1 tries to be merged to it. If word is
merged then 80% of results are still word from english dictionary. Words with higher distances do not
affect he final result, because distorted word is too far original one.
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Determining correct word from two distorted
The most common scenario is to have two words and each of them is not correct one and merging them
could create correct word.
0.5

0.47

0.4
0.3

0.32
0.26

0.2

0.07

0.1

0.28

0.27

0.26

0.26

0.26

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.02

0.01

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Expected resuly

Correct English

When words are one letter distant from original one success of their merge is 26% and 47% of new
words are valid english words.
For example: „tnat“ + „thpt“ -> „that“. Words „tnat“ and „thtp“ do not original correct word, but their
merge based on bi-gram, and MED improved language model, can successfully create original one.
Determining correct word from 5 incorrect recognized words
When in the input 5 incorrect words are put, then in 31% the result will be expected word and in 49%
word will be english word. “Correct English“ data shows that at one moment the merged word is a
correct english word with high bigram probabilities
0.6

0.49

0.5
0.4

0.31

0.32

0.28

0.26

0.25

0.25

0.24

0.23

0.22

0.22

0.04

0.02

0.01

0.01

0

0

0

0

0.3
0.2
0.1

0.09

0

Expected resuly

Correct English

Figure 48 - Accumulated 5 words
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Conclusion
Estimation of goal
Three major tasks with multiple subtasks have been resolved in this work. The presented algorithm for
detecting TV screen and algorithm for detecting text areas was highly successful. The algorithm for text
accumulation scored highly in creating sentences from a given set of words, but did not achieve
satisfactory results when accumulating words and correcting, due to characteristics of the English
language. To correctly accumulate words, Minimal Edit Distance algorithm was modified to reflect a
given language model.
The majority of words in the English language have 3, 4 or 5 letters, so if an OCR engine makes a mistake,
it may still find a valid English word. This problem can be resolved by bi-grams, tri-grams based on word
frequencies, but a sufficiently large dataset cannot be processed using average PCs.
Success of TV detection is 86% and success of text area detection is 91%. Success of building sentences
from detected and recognized words is 91% and building sentences when the sentence is split randomly
to several parts is 43%.
To measure these results 2 additional pieces of software for rectangle annotation in the image (TV
screen detection) and text area annotation in the video have been implemented. Using this software, 11
videos with sum of 20 minutes were annotated and annotations contain over 1500 words.
This work shows that finding TV screen and detecting text area can be done in real-time with simple
procedures/methods, such as Hough line detection algorithm and gravity function inspired by Newton’s
law of gravity.

Future work
Higher accuracy – Each step of the algorithm can be made better and faster. The bottleneck of the
software is the OCR engine, so better and faster OCR engines should be used for the future
improvements.
Mobile Devices – Because in this work OpenCV is used and OpenCV has been ported to all major mobile
platforms, reimplementation of this work to mobile devices will not require much work. Also putting
mobile devices under the television and let him read texts is more convenient than putting and
calibrating notebook or webcams.
Understanding the information – A lot of visual information on TV is not in textual form or they are
coded. For example “NJD:NYR 4:0” must read as “New Jersey Devils vs. New York Rangers and score is
3:0 for New Jersey” or other information is coded in symbols as
.
Accumulating useful information – If the viewer is interested in just specific types of information as
stock exchange indexes or the index from a specific company, then software should retain the value to
be able to report it every time user requests. Additionally, software should retain information and be
able to provide answers to simple questions as “what is the weather?”.
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